


Manipulator Matte  
& HarD HeaD
Cult Creations Hero Cocktail
For matte texture with super strong hold

Prep your hair with your favourite Bed Head styling product (try 
Control Freak for super frizz control) and blow-dry to create direction.

Apply Manipulator Matte to the hair to add hold and create  
separation.

Finish with Hard Head for a  
strong hold that lasts.
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Motor MoutH 
& Manipulator
Cult Creations Hero Cocktail
For big glossy locks with a pliable texture

Apply Motor Mouth to towel dried hair then comb through for an 
even distribution.

Blow dry with the hands to encourage the natural texture of the 
hair and create movement.

Apply a small amount of Manipulator to the hair to add hold  
and create separation.
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FleXi HeaD 
& aFter partY
Cult Creations Hero Cocktail
For smoothed out tresses with a flexible hold

Apply After Party to towel dried hair from the mid shaft to the hair 
ends to help to smooth the cuticle and reduce frizz.

After rough drying the hair, use a large round brush to smooth the 
cuticle and create movement.

Finish with Flexi Head for a long  
lasting and pliable hold.
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BloW out 
& SMall talK
Cult Creations Hero Cocktail
For full fat hair with a golden high shine

Apply Small Talk to towel dried hair from roots to the hair ends 
then comb through for an even distribution.

Then apply Blow Out from the mid shaft to the hair ends to help to 
smooth the cuticle and reduce frizz.

Blow-dry the hair with a diffuser to encourage the  
natural texture of the hair and create movement.
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